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Fondue
Winner of the James Beard Award for Best American Cookbook “Between Harlem and Heaven presents a captivatingly
original cuisine. Afro-Asian-American cooking is packed with unique and delicious layers of flavor. These stories and recipes
lay praise to the immense influence the African Diaspora has had on global cuisine.” — Sean Brock “This is more than just a
cookbook. Alexander and JJ take us on a culinary journey through space and time that started more than 400 years ago, on
the shores of West Africa. Through inspiring recipes that have survived the Middle Passage to seamlessly embrace Asian
influences, this book is a testimony to the fact that food transcends borders." — Chef Pierre Thiam In two of the most
renowned and historic venues in Harlem, Alexander Smalls and JJ Johnson created a unique take on the Afro-Asian-American
flavor profile. Their foundation was a collective three decades of traveling the African diaspora, meeting and eating with
chefs of color, and researching the wide reach of a truly global cuisine; their inspiration was how African, Asian, and AfricanAmerican influences criss-crossed cuisines all around the world. They present here for the first time over 100 recipes that
go beyond just one place, taking you, as noted by The New Yorker, “somewhere between Harlem and heaven.” This book
branches far beyond "soul food" to explore the melding of Asian, African, and American flavors. The Afro Asian flavor profile
is a window into the intersection of the Asian diaspora and the African diaspora. An homage to this cultural culinary path
and the grievances and triumphs along the way, Between Harlem and Heaven isn’t fusion, but a glimpse into a cuisine that
made its way into the thick of Harlem's cultural renaissance. JJ Johnson and Alexander Smalls bring these flavors and rich
cultural history into your home kitchen with recipes for - Grilled Watermelon Salad with Lime Mango Dressing and
Cornbread Croutons, - Feijoada with Black Beans and Spicy Lamb Sausage, - Creamy Macaroni and Cheese Casserole with
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Rosemary and Caramelized Shallots, - Festive punches and flavorful easy sides, sauces, and marinades to incorporate into
your everyday cooking life. Complete with essays on the history of Minton’s Jazz Club, the melting pot that is Harlem, and
the Afro-Asian flavor profile by bestselling coauthor Veronica Chambers, who just published the wildly successful Yes, Chef
by Marcus Samuelsson, this cookbook brings the rich history of the Harlem food scene back to the home cook.

One-Hour Dairy-Free Cheese
Melting Pot
A collection of more than one hundred recipes features menus for traditional celebrations, new cake designs and recipes,
and information on ethnic feasts

Feasts and Fasts
Mastering Artisan Cheesemaking
Did your mother have a fondue pot? Did she pull it out of the closet, oh, maybe once a year, to celebrate some special
occasion? Well, that was then, and this is Not Your Mother's Fondue. Author Hallie Harron offers a decidedly different take
that will have you reaching for your fondue pot time and time again—not just for special occasions. And lest you think the
fondue pot's repertoire is limited to cheese and chocolate, this book demonstrates—deliciously—the versatility of this
sometimes-neglected appliance, with simple yet sophisticated recipes for saucy fondues, broth-based fondues, and
bourguignon-style dippables and dunkables. (Of course, cheese and chocolate fondues get the Not Your Mother's treatment
here, too.) Dip and delight in: Danish Dilled Havarti Fondue White Chile con Queso Fondue Cheesy Lobster Roll Fondue
Sunday Supper Lentil Fondue Mongolian Hot Pot Chai Latte Fondue Chocolate Hazelnut Cheesecake Fondue Just Peachy
Sangria Fondue Make every day fun and festive with easy, interactive, up-to-the-minute fondue! Discover even more
modern takes on classic techniques and dishes from the Not Your Mother’s series: Not Your Mother's Slow Cooker Recipes
for Two; Not Your Mother's Microwave Cookbook; Not Your Mother's Slow Cooker Cookbook, Revised and Expanded; Not
Your Mother's Casseroles Revised and Expanded Edition; and Not Your Mother's Make-Ahead and Freeze Cookbook Revised
and Expanded Edition.

Weber's American Barbecue
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November is National Fun with Fondue Month, a perfect time to create a tasty appetizer or main meal to enjoy with family
and friends. Fondue though, is about a lot more than melted cheese. It

The Everything Fondue Party Book
Great Party Fondue
Not Your Mother's Fondue
Impress your guests and take home entertaining to a new level with the recipes from Great Party Fondues, a guide to
everything you need to know about preparing and serving great-tasting fondue with expert advice on fondue pots,
ingredients, safety, and even etiquette. Whether they prefer cheese, savory, or dessert fondues, your guests will devour
traditional favorites like Classic Swiss Fondue, international dishes like Rumaki, and innovative new recipes like Chipotle
Sweet Potato Fondue. Twenty-eight stylish color photographs show will inspire you to follow the straightforward advice and
no-fuss recipes.

Dip Into Something Different
Selected as a semifinalist in the 2007 IACP Cookbook Awards In The Filipino-American Kitchen, Chicago-based chef and
teacher Jennifer Aranas introduces the exotic flavors of her ancestral Filipino homeland, taking readers on a gastronomic
tour — from sweet and spicy to smoky and tangy — while transforming delicious native recipes into easy-to-make meals.
Even if you're an experienced Filipino cook, you will discover new favorites among this collection of over 100 recipes, which
includes everything from appetizers to desserts. The recipes combine traditional Filipino cooking with New World variations,
reflecting the author's Filipino-American roots. She offers innovative interpretations of native recipes such as Duck Adobo,
Green Papaya and Jicama Salad, Salmon Kilaw, Lamb Casoy, and Ambrosia Shortcake, alongside traditional favorites such
as Crispy Lumpia Egg Rolls, Hearty Paella, Pancit Noodles and Sweet Halo-Halo Sundaes. The "Basics" chapter introduces
the building blocks of Filipino cuisine, showing you step-by-step how to create authentic Filipino food. A detailed buying
guide leads you through the bustling Asian market, demystifying the flavor essentials — such as coconut, palm vinegar,
shrimp paste and calamansi lime — that set the food of the Philippines apart from its Asian neighbors. With this Filipino
cookbook at your side, you can share these mouthwatering Filipino dishes with your friends and family.
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The Food Lab: Better Home Cooking Through Science
Finally, anyone embracing a dairy-free lifestyle (including vegan, paleo, or allergen-free) can make and enjoy the savory
goodness of cheese—in one hour or less. In ingenious, step-by-step recipes, traditional cheesemaker Claudia Lucero shows
how to make 25 delicious plant-based cheeses using your choice of seeds, nuts, and vegetables to achieve rich flavor and
creamy texture. There’s buttery Golden Swiss made with cauliflower and tahini paste—and a Brie made of cashews (or
zucchini and potatoes), with a bit of truffle oil to capture its earthy essence. One-Hour Dairy-Free Cheese also shows how to
make spreadable cream cheese, grated Parmesan, a smoky Cheddar, and even gooey cheese sauces. PLUS, techniques for
making rinds, cheese plate pairings, tips on food allergy substitutions, and a recipe to highlight each dairy-free cheese:
Stuffed Shishitos, Cucumber Maki, Creamy Zucchini Noodles, Spicy Beet Salad, and more. It’s a whole new way to indulge in
the impossible-to-resist pleasure of cheese, no matter what your dietary restrictions are.

Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office
Irving Berlin remains a central figure in American music, a lyricist/composer whose songs are loved all over the world. His
first piece, "Marie from Sunny Italy," was written in 1907, and his "Alexander's Ragtime Band" attracted more public and
media attention than any other song of its decade. In later years Berlin wrote such classics as "God Bless America," "Blue
Skies," "Always," "Cheek to Cheek," and the holiday favorites "White Christmas" and "Easter Parade." Jerome Kern, his
fellow songwriter, commented that "Irving Berlin is American music." In Irving Berlin: The Formative Years, Charles Hamm
traces the early years of this most famous and distinctive American songwriter. Beginning with Berlin's immigrant roots--he
came to New York in 1893 from Russia--Hamm shows how the young Berlin quickly revealed the talent for music and lyrics
that was to mark his entire career. Berlin first wrote for the vaudeville stage, turning out songs that drew on the various
ethnic cultures of the city. These pieces, with their Jewish, Italian, German, Irish, and Black protagonists singing in
appropriate dialects, reflected the urban mix of New York's melting pot. Berlin drew on various musical styles, especially
ragtime, for such songs as "Alexander's Ragtime Band," and Hamm devotes an entire chapter to the song and its success.
The book also details Berlin's early efforts to write for the Broadway musical stage, culminating in 1914 with his first
musical comedy, Watch Your Step, featuring the popular dance team, Vernon and Irene Castle. A great hit on Broadway and
in London, the show was a key piece in the Americanization of the musical comedy. Blessed with prodigious ambition and
energy, Berlin wrote at least 4 or 5 new songs a week, many of which were discarded. He nevertheless published 190 songs
between 1907 and 1914, an astonishing number considering that when Berlin arrived in America, he knew not a single word
of English. As one writer reported, "there is scarcely a waking moment when Berlin is not engaged either in teaching his
songs to a vaudeville player, or composing new ones." Early in his career, Irving Berlin brilliantly exploited the musical
trends and influences of the day. Hamm shows how Berlin emerged from the vital and complex social and cultural scene of
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New York to begin his rise as America's foremost songwriter.

Patents for Inventions
Secrets of the Southern Table
“A celebration of African American cuisine right now, in all of its abundance and variety.”—Tejal Rao, The New York Times
JAMES BEARD AWARD FINALIST • IACP AWARD FINALIST • NAMED ONE OF THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New
York Times Book Review • The New Yorker • NPR • Chicago Tribune • The Atlantic • BuzzFeed • Food52 Throughout her
career, Toni Tipton-Martin has shed new light on the history, breadth, and depth of African American cuisine. She’s
introduced us to black cooks, some long forgotten, who established much of what’s considered to be our national cuisine.
After all, if Thomas Jefferson introduced French haute cuisine to this country, who do you think actually cooked it? In Jubilee,
Tipton-Martin brings these masters into our kitchens. Through recipes and stories, we cook along with these pioneering
figures, from enslaved chefs to middle- and upper-class writers and entrepreneurs. With more than 100 recipes, from
classics such as Sweet Potato Biscuits, Seafood Gumbo, Buttermilk Fried Chicken, and Pecan Pie with Bourbon to lesserknown but even more decadent dishes like Bourbon & Apple Hot Toddies, Spoon Bread, and Baked Ham Glazed with
Champagne, Jubilee presents techniques, ingredients, and dishes that show the roots of African American cooking—deeply
beautiful, culturally diverse, fit for celebration. Praise for Jubilee “There are precious few feelings as nice as one that comes
from falling in love with a cookbook. . . . New techniques, new flavors, new narratives—everything so thrilling you want to
make the recipes over and over again . . . this has been my experience with Toni Tipton-Martin’s Jubilee.”—Sam Sifton, The
New York Times “Despite their deep roots, the recipes—even the oldest ones—feel fresh and modern, a testament to the
essentiality of African-American gastronomy to all of American cuisine.”—The New Yorker “Jubilee is part-essential history
lesson, part-brilliantly researched culinary artifact, and wholly functional, not to mention deeply delicious.”—Kitchn “TiptonMartin has given us the gift of a clear view of the generosity of the black hands that have flavored and shaped American
cuisine for over two centuries.”—Taste

The Melting Pot - Let's Have Fun with Fondue
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded cook in mind, providing the science behind
cooking, the physiology of taste, and the techniques of molecular gastronomy.

Queso!
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My name is Ree. Some folks know me as The Pioneer Woman. After years of living in Los Angeles, I made a pit stop in my
hometown in Oklahoma on the way to a new, exciting life in Chicago. It was during my stay at home that I met Marlboro
Man, a mysterious cowboy with steely blue eyes and a muscular, work-honed body. A strict vegetarian, I fell hard and fast,
and before I knew it we were married and living on his ranch in the middle of nowhere, taking care of animals, and
managing a brood of four young children. I had no idea how I'd wound up there, but I knew it was exactly where I belonged.
The Pioneer Woman Cooks is a homespun collection of photography, rural stories, and scrumptious recipes that have
defined my experience in the country. I share many of the delicious cowboy-tested recipes I've learned to make during my
years as an accidental ranch wife—including Rib-Eye Steak with Whiskey Cream Sauce, Lasagna, Fried Chicken, Patsy's
Blackberry Cobbler, and Cinnamon Rolls—not to mention several "cowgirl-friendly" dishes, such as Sherried Tomato Soup,
Olive Cheese Bread, and CrÈme BrÛlÉe. I show my recipes in full color, step-by-step detail, so it's as easy as pie to follow
along. You'll also find colorful images of rural life: cows, horses, country kids, and plenty of chaps-wearing cowboys. I hope
you get a kick out of this book of mine. I hope it makes you smile. I hope the recipes bring you recognition, accolades, and
marriage proposals. And I hope it encourages even the most harried urban cook to slow down, relish the joys of family,
nature, and great food, and enjoy life.

Fondue
A collection of recipes from a Philadelphia restaurant known for its modern take on Israeli cooking presents such offerings
as hummus tehina, potato and kale borekas, and pomegranate-glazed salmon.

The Urban Peasant
Memoir meets cookbook in this unique collection of traditional comfort foods. Coming of age as a second-generation
Chinese American, Samantha Mui had a distinct upbringing that has shaped this variety of popular Eastern and Western
dishes. As a young woman balancing two cultures, Mui found her identity in the kitchen. Influenced by the women in her life
and her own travels, her dishes are simple and nostalgic, imbued with both her cultural and personal flair.

A Taste of South Africa with the Kosher Butcher’s Wife
A Simon & Schuster eBook. Simon & Schuster has a great book for every reader.

The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook
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*Best read on color devices of 7” or larger. The long-awaited first cookbook from the creator and host of the Internet’s most
popular baking show, Nerdy Nummies: a collection of Rosanna Pansino’s all-time favorite geeky recipes as well as
sensational new recipes exclusive to this book. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook is quirky, charming, and fun, featuring the
recipes behind Rosanna Pansino’s celebrated, one-of-a-kind creations, as well as beautiful, mouthwatering photographs
throughout. It is the perfect companion that you’ll turn to whenever you want to whip up a delicious treat and be
entertained all at once. And best of all, these treats are as simple as they are fun to make! No need for costly tools or
baking classes to create these marvelous delights yourself. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook combines two things Rosanna
loves: geek culture and baking. Her fondness for video games, science fiction, math, comics, and lots of other things
considered “nerdy” have inspired every recipe in this book. You’ll find the recipes for many beloved fan favorites from the
show, such as Apple Pi Pie, the Chocolate Chip Smart Cookie, and Volcano Cake; as well as many new geeky recipes, such
as Dinosaur Fossil Cake, Moon Phase Macarons, and the Periodic Table of Cupcakes. The Nerdy Nummies Cookbook
showcases Rosanna’s most original and popular creations, and each recipe includes easy-to-follow photo instructions and a
stunning shot of the finished treat in all its geeky glory: a delicious confection sure to please the geek in all of us!

Essential Fondue Cookbook
"Every serious home-scale artisan cheesemaker--even those just beginning to experiment--will want this book as their bible
to take them from their first quick mozzarella, to a French mimolette, and ultimately to designing their own unique cheeses.
This comprehensive and user-friendly guide thoroughly explains the art and science that allow milk to be transformed into
epicurean masterpieces. Caldwell offers a deep look at the history, science, culture, and art of making artisan cheese on a
small scale, and includes detailed information on equipment and setting up a home-scale operation. A large part of the book
includes extensive process-based recipes dictating not only the hard numbers, but also the concepts behind each style of
cheese and everything youwant to know about affinage (aging), and using oils, brushes, waxes, infusions, and other
creative aging and flavoring techniques. Mastering Artisan Cheesemaking will also prove an invaluable resource for those
with, or thinking of starting, a small-scale creamery. Let Gianaclis Caldwell be your mentor, guide, and cheering section as
you follow the pathway to a mastery of cheesemaking"--

Urban Vegan
After highly successful outings with her first two books, Sharon Lurie, aka the Kosher Butcher’s Wife, decided that it was
time to make it official and combine the influences of her culinary heritage as both a kosher cook and a proud South
African. As she says, South African cuisine is as deliciously diverse as its inhabitants, from the many indigenous peoples to
the waves of immigrants and settlers who have made the southern part of Africa their home. In A Taste of South Africa with
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the Kosher Butcher’s Wife, Sharon Lurie takes you on an adventure through South Africa’s diverse and iconic dishes, but
with traditional Jewish culinary twists. The mouth-watering recipes often include non-dairy options. And don’t think because
Sharon is the Kosher Butcher’s Wife that she only thinks about meat dishes; there are ideas from starters to sweets with
everything in between. An in her inimitable style, Sharon will keep you laughing along the way.

The Everything Fondue Cookbook
Fondue is back, bigger and better than ever, popping up in kitchens everywhere! Rick Rodgers presents more than fifty
sensational recipes that combine the newest tastes with traditional favorites, creating versatile and mouth-watering
fondues that will thrill fondue lovers. Rediscover the pleasure of cooking food at the table with your friends and family as
contemporary flavors and ingredients -- roast garlic, fresh ginger, sun-dried tomatoes, balsamic vinegar, and espresso-are
stirred into today's fondue pot. This is great food that is simple to make and perfect for entertaining. If you love the classic
cheese version, try dipping cooked shrimp or artichoke hearts into Italian Fontina and Porcini Fondue; or vegetables and
apples into Gorgonzola, Port, and Walnut Fondue. Dunk focaccia or Italian salami into Sun-Dried Tomato Pizza Fondue, bitesized cubes of bread or even chicken breast into Classic Swiss Fondue, made with three cheeses for a deliciously authentic
masterpiece. Meat lovers will go for Fondue Bourguignonne, where chunks of table-fried meats (or poultry or fish) are
dipped into a variety of quick-to-make sauces. Serve boneless leg of lamb with Balsamic Vinegar-Mint Sauce or turkey
breast with Cranberry-Lime Mayonnaise. Many Asian cuisines have their own versions of fondue that are popular choices for
communal meals. Known as hot pots, they're an exotic mix of ingredients in a special savory stock. Try the famous
Japanese version, Shabu-Shabu, with paper-thin slices of beef and a sesame dipping sauce, or the Classic Chrysan themum
Hot Pot, composed of a variety of meats and fish to be dipped in a soy-sherry sauce. For the confirmed dessert fanatic,
nothing will please the palate more than sweet and rich tastes from your fondue pot. The choices are intoxicating-fresh
strawberries, pineapples, and cherries, and chunks of pound cake can be swirled into Classic Chocolate Fondue. A sinful
concoction of peanut butter and milk chocolate is made to be savored with bananas or brownies. And who can resist
dipping a cookie or two in Venetian Espresso Fondue? Intense in taste and flavors, innovative in form and preparation,
fondue is the way we want to eat today.

The Dutch Oven Cookbook
Inspired by tradition. Freed by creativity. This is Barbecue, American Style. Go beyond the traditional and get a taste of the
new, authentic American barbecue. Weber's American Barbecue is an exciting, hands-on exploration of how barbecue is
evolving. Fresh, modern and totally original, this book tours some of the most interesting trends in barbecue today.
Featuring places of interest, local experts, over 120 recipes and the history behind them-you'll feel like you're taking a road
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trip across America. Over 120 innovative new recipes-from starters and main dishes, to sides and sauces. Step-by-step
instruction on the latest techniques with hundreds of photos to show you how to get the most from your barbecue. The
stories behind the trends, the recipes and their creators. This definitive cookbook shares what's happening in American
barbecue and brings contemporary, extraordinary barbecue within everyone's reach.

The Fondue Cookbook
Over 250 recipes organized by themes including cafe culture, breakfast at the diner, lunch cart, urban garden, haute
cuisine, “just desserts,” and happy hour. At-a-glance icons signify which recipes are low-fat, fast, omnivore-friendly, kidfriendly, and frugal. Also included are essential tips covering vegan cuisine, an overview of the vegan pantry, and numerous
menu ideas that will please even the staunchest omnivores!

The Pioneer Woman Cooks
Demystifying the revolutionary appliance one function at a time. Cooking in an opaque, sealed container with complicated
buttons and lights requires a culinary leap of faith—or an expert guide like Daniel Shumski. In How to Instant Pot, he not
only teaches you how to master each of this miracle device’s key functions, but offers more than 100 recipes specially
crafted to take advantage of its many virtues. Plug it in and don’t look back! Includes recipes for: Beef Barbacoa Tacos
Lemon-Chocolate Bread Pudding French Onion Soup Tender Pressure-Cooker Pork Shoulder And much, much more—plus
helpful tips on converting your favorite recipes for the Instant Pot!

The Fondue Bible
An updated and upgraded edition of the market leader on fondue, with over 200 recipes. Fondue is ever popular and is the
perfect choice when you want to create a memorable meal experience for family and friends. The Fondue Bible has been a
market leader and a trusted resource on fondue cooking for over a decade. In addition to traditional favorites and new
twists on those classics, it offers a range of recipes that go well beyond the familiar cheese and chocolate varieties, along
with dozens of dips and sauces specially designed to complement the recipes. There are hot oil fondues such as Ginger
Beef Fondue, Zesty Lime Chicken, and Tempura Vegetables, and savory broth fondues such as Mongolian Hot Pot, Honey
Garlic Chicken Fondue, and Thai Pork Fondue in Lemon Grass Broth. Traditional recipes with a twist include Emmentaler
Fondue with Caramelized Shallots and Cheddar Cheese and Beer Fondue, while decadent finishers include Bittersweet
Chocolate Fondue and Cherries Jubilee Fondue. With more than 200 recipes, there's a fondue for everyone. The Fondue
Bible also provides menu-planning suggestions, a guide to using and maintaining different types of fondue pots and lots of
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tips and tricks for fondue cooking. This updated edition offers 10 new recipes in an entire section devoted to throwing
fondue parties.

Between Harlem and Heaven
A Library Journal Best Cookbook of the Year “SHUK shouts ‘Cook me!” from every vibrant page.” —Boston Globe
“Fascinating. . . . This energetic and exciting volume serves as an edifying deep dive into Israeli food market culture and
cuisine.” —Publishers Weekly, starred review With Shuk, home cooks everywhere can now inhale the fragrances and taste
the flavors of the vivacious culinary mash-up that is today’s Israel. The book takes you deeper into this trending cuisine,
through the combined expertise of the authors, chef Einat Admony of Balaboosta and food writer Janna Gur. Admony’s longsimmered stews, herb-dominant rice pilafs, toasted-nut-studded grain salads, and of course loads of vegetable dishes—from
snappy, fresh, and raw to roasted every way you can think of—will open your eyes and your palate to the complex nuances
of Jewish food and culture. The book also includes authoritative primers on the well-loved pillars of the cuisine, including
chopped salad, hummus, tabboulehs, rich and inventive shakshukas, and even hand-rolled couscous with festive partners
such as tangy quick pickles, rich pepper compotes, and deeply flavored condiments. Through gorgeous photo essays of
nine celebrated shuks, you’ll feel the vibrancy and centrality of the local markets, which are so much more than simply
shopping venues—they’re the beating heart of the country. With more than 140 recipes, Shuk presents Jewish dishes with
roots in Persia, Yemen, Libya, the Balkans, the Levant, and all the regions that contribute to the evolving food scene in
Israel. The ingredients are familiar, but the combinations and techniques are surprising. With Shuk in your kitchen, you’ll
soon be cooking with the warmth and passion of an Israeli, creating the treasures of this multicultural table in your own
home.

How to Instant Pot
“Virginia’s recipes are useful for every home cook, and offer a plateful of Southern comfort . . . All this makes for good
cooking and reading.”—Nathalie Dupree, author, TV personality, and James Beard Award winner In Secrets of the Southern
Table, award-winning chef and cookbook author Virginia Willis takes you on a tour of today’s South—a region rich in history
and cultural diversity. With her signature charm and wit, Virginia shares many well-known Southern recipes like Pimento
Cheese Tomato Herb Pie and “Cathead” Biscuits, but also some surprising revelations drawn from the area’s many global
influences, like Catfish Tacos with Avocado Crema, Mississippi-Style Char Siu Pork Tenderloin, and Greek Okra and
Tomatoes. In addition to the recipes, Virginia profiles some of the diverse chefs, farmers, and other culinary influencers who
are shaping contemporary Southern cuisine. Together, these stories and the delicious recipes that accompany them
celebrate the rich and ever-evolving heritage of Southern cooking. “Arepas inspired by a Venezuelan stand in an Atlanta
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market where Martin Luther King Jr.’s family shopped; lemon-herb potatoes born of the Greek fishing village of Tarpon
Springs, Florida: to hell with that old moonlight and corn pone schtick. Virginia Willis showcases a contemporary South that
is dizzily and honestly diverse.”—John T. Edge, author, The Potlikker Papers: A Food History of the Modern South “An ode to
a regional cuisine rich in culture and soul . . . a culinary quilt filled with reverence for the past, marvel of the present, and
excitement for the future of Southern foodways.”—Sandra A. Gutierrez, award-winning author of The New Southern-Latino
Table

Western Machinery and Steel World
A New York Times Bestseller Winner of the James Beard Award for General Cooking and the IACP Cookbook of the Year
Award "The one book you must have, no matter what you’re planning to cook or where your skill level falls."—New York
Times Book Review Ever wondered how to pan-fry a steak with a charred crust and an interior that's perfectly medium-rare
from edge to edge when you cut into it? How to make homemade mac 'n' cheese that is as satisfyingly gooey and velvetysmooth as the blue box stuff, but far tastier? How to roast a succulent, moist turkey (forget about brining!)—and use a
foolproof method that works every time? As Serious Eats's culinary nerd-in-residence, J. Kenji López-Alt has pondered all
these questions and more. In The Food Lab, Kenji focuses on the science behind beloved American dishes, delving into the
interactions between heat, energy, and molecules that create great food. Kenji shows that often, conventional methods
don’t work that well, and home cooks can achieve far better results using new—but simple—techniques. In hundreds of
easy-to-make recipes with over 1,000 full-color images, you will find out how to make foolproof Hollandaise sauce in just
two minutes, how to transform one simple tomato sauce into a half dozen dishes, how to make the crispiest, creamiest
potato casserole ever conceived, and much more.

Zahav
In this follow-up to their successful Cast Iron Skillet Cookbook, Sharon Kramis and Julie Kramis Hearne show off the many
virtues of that beloved kitchen standby, the Dutch oven. Whether the model in hand is a well-used and blackened garagesale find, or the latest celery-green beauty from Le Creuset, thdutch oven really is the best pot in your kitchen. This is the
pot for slow cooking, simmering pot roasts and flavorful braises and stews. Moving effortlessly from stovetop to oven, the
dutch oven is the pot you will reach for to cook comfort food classics all-year long.

Instant Loss Cookbook
Can-do fondue cookbook--75 recipes for easy-cheesy party fun What's better than a dinner party centered around a
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bubbling pot of delectable, melted goodness? The Essential Fondue Cookbook is your guide to a communal feast that unites
different cultures and flavors, offering countless ways to indulge in a delicious life. Start by learning all of the important tips
for throwing a fondue gathering--from how to pick the right fondue pot to how to select the finest cheeses. With this fondue
cookbook, you'll dive into 75 deliciously dippable recipes ranging from classic cheese dishes to savory desserts that will
elevate any get-together from mundane to memorable. Cook. Dip. Enjoy. Check out what else this fondue cookbook
includes: Fondues and don'ts--Discover why swirling your dipper in a figure eight is good and eating straight from your
sharpened long-handled fondue fork is bad. Beyond conventional--Not only do the recipes in this fondue cookbook feature
chocolate and cheese dishes, there are also lesser-known favorites and techniques like Fondue Bourguignonne. Cheese
wisely--Learn how to select the proper cheeses to ensure your meals taste like they were imported from a Swiss restaurant.
Treat yourself and your guests to the tasty flavors found in this essential fondue cookbook.

Rose's Celebrations
A fun, full-color look at everyone's favorite cheese dip, with history, tips, facts, and 50 recipes from beloved food blogger
Lisa Fain, "the Homesick Texan." Queso (aka chile con queso) is a spicy, cheesy, comforting cult favorite that has long been
a delicious addition to any party, barbecue, or family gathering. This appealing and accessible book features a mix of downhome standards and contemporary updates, from historical, regional, and Mexican quesos to vegan and dessert quesos,
including Chile Verde Con Queso, Squash Blossom Queso Fundido, Fajita Queso, Cactus and Corn Queso Poblano, Frito
Salad with Queso Dressing, Pulled Pork Queso Blanco, and Sausage Queso Biscuits. Whether you're relaxing with friends,
having a few people over to watch the football game, or entertaining a hungry crowd, queso is the perfect party food for
good times.

Irving Berlin
From Mongolian Hot Pot to Chocolate Fondue, this cookbook goes beyond the traditional bread-and-cheese routine to
feature 80 recipes with fresh flavors from around the world. Full color.

Cooking for Geeks
A collection of fondue recipes from The Melting Pot restaurant.

From the Melting Pot Into the Mold
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Shuk
This exceptional cookbook offers instruction on preparing: -Starters, such as Sesame Beef Appetizer -Lunch and dinner
fondues, such as Breaded Red Snapper -Desserts, such as Creamy Caramel Fondue -Breakfast fondues, such as Ham and
Cheese Fondue -Healthy choices, such as Dieter’s Fondue

Patents for Inventions. Abridgments of Specifications
THE INSTANT NATIONAL BESTSELLER • Brittany Williams lost more than 125 pounds using her Instant Pot® and making all
her meals from scratch. Now she shares 125 quick, easy, and tasty whole food recipes that can help you reach your weight
loss goals, too! Brittany Williams had struggled with her weight all her life. She grew up eating the standard American
staples—fast, frozen, fried, and processed—and hit a peak weight of 260 pounds. When her 4-year-old daughter’s
autoimmune disease was alleviated by a low-sugar, dairy-free, grain-free, whole-food-based diet, Brittany realized she owed
her own body the same kind of healing. So on January 1, 2017, she vowed to make every meal for a year from scratch,
aided by her Instant Pot®. She discovered that the versatility, speed, and ease of the electric pressure cooker made
creating wholesome, tasty, family-satisfying meals a breeze, usually taking under thirty minutes. Not only did the family
thrive over the course of the year, Brittany lost an astonishing 125 pounds, all documented on her Instant Loss blog.
Illustrated with gorgeous photography, Instant Loss Cookbook shares 125 recipes and the meal plan that Brittany used for
her own weight loss, 75% of which are recipes for the Instant Pot® or other multicooker. These recipes are whole foodbased with a spotlight on veggies, mostly dairy and grain-free, and use ingredients that you can find at any grocery store.
The clearest guide to navigating your Instant Pot® or other multicooker that you’ll find, Instant Loss Cookbook makes
healthy eating convenient—and that’s the key to sustainable weight loss.

Jubilee
Over 40 gorgeous photos and 40 tempting recipes, from creamy cheese dips and decadent sweet fondues, to savory oil and
broth pots. Also included are recipes for homemade dippers, and helpful equipment and serving tips to make any fondue
party a success. What’s not to love about that classic pairing of crusty bread dipped in a medley of melted cheeses or fresh
strawberries swirled in warm, creamy chocolate? Fondue is not only a delicious and satisfying way to eat, it’s also a festive
way to host company, celebrate a special occasion, or get cozy on a wintry night. The recipes in this book offer a range of
fondue fare—from hearty favorites like Classic Swiss Fondue and Beef Fondue with Creamy Horseradish Sauce, to brothbased fondues like Shabu-Shabu and other Asian hot pots, which are enjoyed in stages and are ideal for dinner parties.
There are also a variety of dessert fondues to satisfy any sweet tooth. You can add flair to this quick party dish with recipes
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for homemade dippers, or keep it simple with store-bought treats. No matter what the occasion, the recipes inside this
beautifully photographed book are sure to inspire lively conversation and a great time.

Filipino-American Kitchen
From dal to samosas, paneer to vindaloo, dosa to naan, Indian food is diverse and wide-ranging—unsurprising when you
consider India’s incredible range of climates, languages, religions, tribes, and customs. Its cuisine differs from north to
south, yet what is it that makes Indian food recognizably Indian, and how did it get that way? To answer those questions,
Colleen Taylor Sen examines the diet of the Indian subcontinent for thousands of years, describing the country’s cuisine in
the context of its religious, moral, social, and philosophical development. Exploring the ancient indigenous plants such as
lentils, eggplants, and peppers that are central to the Indian diet, Sen depicts the country’s agricultural bounty and the
fascination it has long held for foreign visitors. She illuminates how India’s place at the center of a vast network of land and
sea trade routes led it to become a conduit for plants, dishes, and cooking techniques to and from the rest of the world. She
shows the influence of the British and Portuguese during the colonial period, and she addresses India’s dietary prescriptions
and proscriptions, the origins of vegetarianism, its culinary borrowings and innovations, and the links between diet, health,
and medicine. She also offers a taste of Indian cooking itself—especially its use of spices, from chili pepper, cardamom, and
cumin to turmeric, ginger, and coriander—and outlines how the country’s cuisine varies throughout its many regions.
Lavishly illustrated with one hundred images, Feasts and Fasts is a mouthwatering tour of Indian food full of fascinating
anecdotes and delicious recipes that will have readers devouring its pages.
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